Call for Papers and Participation

12th WORKSHOP
SOFTWARE REENGINEERING
GI Special Interest Group Software Reengineering (SRE)
http://www.uni-koblenz.de/sre/wsr2010

Bad-Honnef, Germany, May 3-5, 2010

Important dates
Extended abstract submission: April 9, 2010
Notification of acceptance: April 16, 2010
Camera-ready version: April 23, 2010
Tool registration for tool demo: April 23, 2010
Participant registration: April 23, 2010

Software Reengineering comprises all activities that aim at examination and alteration of software systems to reconstitute them in a new form. In a broader sense it also covers maintenance and evolution of software systems. The main goal of the Workshop Software Reengineering (WSR) is to bring together different working groups from academia and industry that work in the fields of software reengineering and maintenance. Everyone working in this field is invited to present his/her current activities or results. Practitioners’ experience reports are as welcome as reports on scientific projects and results.

Possible topics include (but are not limited to):
- Methods and process models
- Reengineering tools
- Software migration
- Architecture reengineering
- Software Quality
- Economical aspects of reengineering
- Experience reports

Design for Future 2010

The workshop “Design for Future 2010” of the GI working group "Long-living software systems (L2S2)" will take place as part of the WSR. More information on this workshop can be found at http://akl2s2.ipd.kit.edu/veranstaltungen/dff2010/

Submissions

Submissions may consist of extended abstracts of up to two pages. They may be written in English or German. Accepted submissions will be published in the Softwaretechnik-Trends.

Please submit your PDF document using EasyChair:
http://www.easychair.org/conferences/?conf=wsr2010